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INTRODUCTION

Almost nothing has impacted hotel operations and the guest experience over past few 
business cycles as much as internet connectivity. Maintaining fast, reliable Wi-Fi and a 
consistent connection has become one of the chief goals for hotels looking to improve 
guest loyalty scores across the industry1. Businesses have struggled to keep pace with 
the demands of their internet infrastructure as more and more guests signed onto their 
networks each month. This, combined with crucial business operations shifting to the 
cloud, has stretched existing mobile infrastructure to the brink of its capabilities.

Enter 5G. First introduced in 2016, the latest generation in mobile technology is as 
progressive as it is misunderstood, partly because it has yet to be made fully available 
across the US. While this technology began to officially roll out to select markets in 
2019, it is estimated that 40 percent of the world will be using 5G networks by 20242, 
accounting for a quarter of all mobile traffic data. 

The biggest benefit of such a network is speed. Using 5G, data delivery speeds will reach 
an estimated 2.5 gigabytes per second, outstripping 4G’s current potential to reach 12.5 
megabytes per second. This would allow users to download a 3 GB movie in moments 
rather than minutes, improving the quality of the video as well as the overall experience. 

1 https://socialwifi.com/industries/wifi-hotels/3-most-common-complaints-hotel-guests-wifi-wifi-and-wifi/
2 https://bgr.com/tech/5g-data-new-study-statistics/
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While the benefits are clear for the guest-facing side of hospitality, these speeds will also 
allow business owners to attain unprecedented levels of connectivity for back-of-house 
operations. As hotels continue to adopt new technology such as real-time analytics, 
IoT (Internet of Things) integrations, and predictive behavior data, data transfer sizes 
will naturally increase. These tools have become more necessary than ever during the 
pandemic, and investment into 5G will be inevitable in order to make this new data-
driven environment a reality.

To reach this point, a great deal of preparation must be done in advance. 

DISPELLING MISCONCEPTIONS

The biggest misconception about 5G is that it is simply an increase in speed. While the 
technology provides benefits other than improved speeds, few take into account just how 
drastic the increase is compared to 4G. 

While the leap to 4G brought about a cultural shift in the broad adoption of video 
streaming thanks to vastly improved speeds over 3G, it was still limited to operating 
under a single spectrum band—specifically the low-band spectrum. By comparison, 
5G technology will have access to the mid-band and high-band spectrums as well for 
a total of three, allowing for an exponentially greater number of channels capable of 
transmitting data.

This manifests in data transfer speeds that are as much 
as 100 times faster than what is currently available over 
4G, as well as ultra-low latency and a much greater 
network capacity.  Attaining this ultra-low latency is 
a key component to delivering on aspirational digital 
interactions and experiences by reducing the time spent 
waiting for data to be sent almost entirely. This benefits 
hotel guests by ensuring their orders and interactions 
with hotels are never interrupted, and hotels gain the 
ability to instantly react to guest needs, requests, or even 
reviews.

This allows businesses to deliver on a variety of 
capabilities and services with zero latency. Faster 
data transfer speeds allow hotels to push direct 
marketing offers to hotel loyalty members based on 
their on-property purchases. Hotel operators can use 
this enhanced data environment to provide a safer 
experience to their employees by ensuring panic buttons 

What is 5G?

The fifth generation of 
wireless technology, or 
“5G,” is the next step for 
wireless data transfer that 
will allow for greater speeds, 
as well as more varied 
approaches of sending this 
data.  Due to the different 
methods each generation 
uses to encode and transmit 
data, new generations 
are incompatible with the 
previous generation. This 
necessitates an upgrade in 
physical hardware in order 
to take advantage of the 
benefits a new generation 
provides.
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never fail to deliver their message. All of this can be handled using mobile technology, 
without sacrificing bandwidth needed to support a high quality guest experience. 

The speeds that 5G provides allows essentially any device that is on property to be 
connected to the same network. This allows for a greater number of IoT devices on 
property than ever before. 5G’s low latency, which is measured in the single-digit 
milliseconds, allows operators to react as fast as possible to time-sensitive concerns, such 
as guest reviews, emergencies, or the myriad factors necessitating a change in rates.  

Hoteliers have become skilled at collecting data, but few operators are putting this data 
to use due to limitations with on-property technology, training, or available time due to 
labor challenges. Increased data speeds will also help these properties as more and more 
functions of the hospitality experience shift to digital interactions.  

THE DEMANDS OF THE FUTURE 

With speeds roughly 100 times faster than 4G, 5G is capable of supporting a vast and 
growing network of devices designed to interact and share data with one another. As 
more of these devices join a centralized, on-property IoT network, hotels will have a 
greater level of control of their properties’ operations than ever before. Many devices 
can have their operations tracked and uploaded to the cloud in order to determine when 
maintenance is necessary, or track how often amenities are used by guests. Hoteliers can 
expect to see hundreds of new devices added to their networks over the next few years as 
tracking analytics such as these becomes more of a priority. 

Through overseeing the functions of the hotel through internal networking, hotel 
managers can consolidate many aspects of hotel operations under one umbrella. If the 
temperature in a hotel restaurants’ freezer suddenly rises due to an equipment failure, 
operators can be alerted immediately without risking the contents spoiling. Hotel HVACs 
performance can similarly be tracked to alert hotels of preventative maintenance, cutting 
off negative guest reviews in advance. These data points are invaluable in a strained labor 
environment, where maintenance and other hotel employees may not have as much time 
to walk their properties. 

Operators used to 4G may feel concerned that this level of connectivity will bog down 
their network with unnecessary data transfers, making it difficult to support the data 
speeds guests and new hotel technology require. However, a 5G-enabled property would 
have no difficulty meeting these needs while improving the guest experience. Instead, 5G 
will become even more effective over time. Network providers are currently installing 5G 
capability into existing 4G and 4G LTE towers alongside the development of standalone 
5G towers. As this rollout continues across the US, 5G capabilities will grow more 
widespread, accessible, and reliable.
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BENEFITS TO HOTEL OPERATIONS AND THE GUEST 
EXPERIENCE

The majority of the hotel industry has not yet been able to enjoy the benefits of 5G 
technology, therefore it remains to be seen how the next generation of wireless technology 
will be fully put to the test. Currently, hotels have been looking for more ways to facilitate 
contactless guest experiences and a more sophisticated means of understanding the guest 
journey, both of which will benefit from the higher speeds afforded by a 5G network.

Some 5G capabilities for improving the guest experience include:

• Contactless point-of-sale operations, helping manage guest purchases and tipping for 
hotel workers. 

• Heat maps for understanding the guest journey by tracking guest traffic alongside 
purchasing data. This allows hotels to identify potential opportunities to improve revenue 
by tracking amenity usage and guest activity based on location and time of day.

• Greater accuracy when targeting guests with personalized offers or discounts.

• Tracking analytics over large databases to better predict guest needs.

• The ultra-low latency for data transfers, allowing operators to instantly react to current 
events in order to alter rates, adjust the guest experience, accommodate artificial 
intelligence and machine learning tools, and more.

While hotels have begun to invest heavily in technology and tools designed to improve 
the guest experience, these same investments are necessary for worker-facing technology 
as well. The responsibility continues to fall on hotel workers to deliver the key hospitality 
moments successful hotel operators are known for, and it is necessary for them to be able 
to rely on the technology they have been given. In light of recent labor shortages, hotels 
must also consider ways to improve their associates’ work experience in order to boost 
worker retention. 

Some 5G capabilities for improving the hotel worker experience include:

• Inventory and purchasing tools allowing workers to send requests for new amenities 
directly to management, while also easily tracking the availability of on-property 
amenities.

• Supporting worker safety or panic buttons by ensuring they are always connected to a 
network with the fastest possible response time.

• Managing hotel transportation scheduling, guest requests, and fleet maintenance.

• Risk mitigation by tracking the status and function of on-property utilities such as 
HVACs.
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EXTERNAL DRIVERS OF 5G INVESTMENT

A number of factors external to hospitality have driven the adoption of 5G technology 
across the US over the past few years. Until recently very few smartphones in the 
consumer market had the capability of accessing 5G networks, which were in the 
beginning stages of rolling out. While still far from reaching critical mass, rising adoption 
of 5G-capable devices and the continued development of 5G networks across the US has 
transformed the technology into a viable investment within the business community.

The rise of contactless experiences and the digitalization of currency, identification, and 
interpersonal interactions has also led to a greater interest in network stability from both 
consumers and businesses. Travelers are using their phones to research and book stays, 
stay up to date on current events at their destination, and even pay for everything while 
on the road. These devices have become fully integrated into the travel experience, and 
the responsibility falls on businesses to ensure they have an ecosystem that encourages 
these interactions.

Today, 97 percent of Americans now own a cellphone of some kind3, a 55-percent 
increase since 2011. Roughly 85 percent of these users own smartphones. The quality 
of the hardware and software these mobile phones run on is improving quickly as well, 
alongside growing user expectations. When 4G networks were first introduced in the 

3  https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/mobile/
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2010s, 720p and 1080p video resolutions were considered high-end visual displays. 
Today’s aspirational video resolution, 4K, uses five times as much bandwidth as 1080p for 
ultra high-definition streaming4. This is just one factor leading to increased data usage 
from users, and hotels must be prepared to upgrade their networks to match these needs 
across multiple devices as 4K becomes the standard for consumer use.

Hotels serve as travelers’ gateway to new destinations, and as such it is invaluable for 
these businesses to provide a reliable and fast connectivity experience. This will require 
a new approach to network infrastructure, particularly as hotels continue to invest in 
cutting-edge technology. Available 4G bandwidth may not be enough to support hotels 
as they come to rely on data analytics, security monitoring, digital communications tools, 
and automated services. These are all valuable technologies that have definitive positive 
impacts on a hotel’s operations and bottom line, but the necessary bandwidth must be 
available to reliably use them.

CHALLENGES TO 5G IMPLEMENTATION

Unfortunately, new generations of mobile technology are incompatible with past 
generations, meaning hotels are forced to invest in new hardware in order to benefit 
from 5G’s full capabilities. This represents the greatest barrier to the adoption of 5G in 
hospitality, as some properties are still operating on 3G network infrastructure. These 
properties stand to benefit most from an upgrade to 5G, but to do so will require a 
comprehensive plan.

Upgrading a hotel to a 5G network comes with an upfront capital investment, but it’s 
more important for hotel owners to know each step required to improve on-property 
connectivity. In order to prepare for an eventual investment in 5G technology, hotels 
should do a thorough investigation of their existing infrastructure. This requires knowing 
where all of your hotel’s network access points are located, what your property’s desired 
Wi-Fi offerings entail, and how to deliver a signal effectively within your environment. 

Once a hotel’s operations team understands how their Wi-Fi signal is distributed, 
they have overcome one of the largest barriers to the successful implementation of 5G. 
Broadband and millimeter waves do a poor job of penetrating structures, and there are 
always limitations to a signal’s ability to carry itself in a large hotel. Beacons and relays 
can be used to amplify a hotel’s wireless signal where necessary, and operators should do 
their due diligence in uncovering connectivity blind spots before committing to a new 
investment.

The process of setting up integrations capable of taking advantage of 5G can also present 

4  https://www.tomsguide.com/us/internet-speed-what-you-need,news-24289.html
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a challenge. By securing a strong network partner capable of working with mobile 
carriers, hotels can rely on their expertise to execute a comprehensive IoT strategy. 
Consulting with an expert can help a property’s operations team understand the scope of 
their connectivity goals, and where to and not to focus on technology investments. 

CONCLUSION

The next generation of mobile technology has already arrived, and consumers and 
businesses are preparing for it to ramp up. With its arrival comes wireless speeds that 
outclass the previous generation by several magnitudes. This technology is not only 
serving current data demands, but as it rolls out across the US it will improve in order to 
serve the needs of users in the future as well. 

In 2020 the average mobile wireless user consumed 11.8 gigabytes of data per month, but 
by 2026 they will demand an estimated 49 GB per month5. This level of demand cannot 
be served by a 4G network infrastructure, it will require 5G.

Few hotels saw the value of semi-automated hotel operations prior to the pandemic, but 
today tools such as these are required to remain operating amid labor shortages. Data 
analytics have become invaluable in a shifting sea of market changes as hotel competition 
reaches its zenith. Guest expectations have only increased, along with their reliance on 
smartphones to research, book, and experience travel. These trends are driving the need 
for a more comprehensive 5G network.

5G: Capable device req’d; coverage not available in some areas. Some uses may require 
certain plan or feature; see T-Mobile.com.

5  https://www.statista.com/statistics/489169/canada-united-states-average-data-usage-user-per-month/
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